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Introducing the Four Components That Make Innovation RepeatableEven the best-performing
companies eventually stall. Sustaining momentum—and remaining a great growth company—
takes a system.Scott Anthony and David Duncan call this system a “Growth Factory.” They’ve
seen it work in a small set of elite companies that have created environments where innovation
is both repeatable and reliable, not relegated to an off-site or isolated division that has no real
connection to the organization’s future.In this HBR Single, Anthony and Duncan draw on their
extensive experience working with these growth factory organizations—most notably Procter &
Gamble and Citigroup. They highlight the four main components that make innovation
repeatable and reliable, citing real examples of what P&G, Citi, and even their own firm,
Innosight, have gone through to stay firmly on a path toward growth despite huge challenges.
They offer practical advice on how you can put their system into action in your own company—
whether it’s a large multinational or a small start-up.HBR Singles provide brief yet potent
business ideas for today’s thinking professional. They are available digitally at HBR.org and
through the Kindle Store, the iBookstore, and other ebooksellers.

From the Back CoverThis clear and concise guide is ideal for business students taking a course
in research methods, or undertaking a dissertation or report on a work placement project.
Research Methods in Business Studies shows you how to formulate a problem, choose a
research method, argue and motivate, and how to collect, analyse and present the data.Key
features to help you succeed with your project include the following:Guidelines on how to
formulate a research problem – preparing you to understand the question and objectives before
starting outExplanations of the importance of different methods – equipping you with a
systematic approach to the processEvaluations of different qualitative and quantitative methods
– enabling you to choose the most appropriate method for your projectDiscussion of research
theories and their practical application – aiding your understanding of theory in a real-life
practical contextAdvice on how to structure clear, concise and relevant reportsIn addition to
fresh examples, more on advanced quantitative techniques and research theory, this fully
updated 4th edition now includes:A completely new chapter on cross-cultural
researchExpanded sections on ethical issuesGreater focus on the application of qualitative
softwareAbout the authorsDr Pervez Ghauri is Professor of International Business at King’s
College London, London, UK.Dr Kjell Grønhaug is Professor of Business Studies at the
Norwegian School of Economics and Business Administration, Bergen, Norway.About the
AuthorDr. Pervez Ghauriis Professor of International Business at Kings College London.Dr Kjell
Gronhaugis Professor of Business Studies at the Norwegian School of Economics and Business
Administration, Bergen, Norway..
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Building a Growth FactoryScott D. AnthonyDavid S. DuncanHarvard Business Review
PressBoston, MassachusettsCopyright 2012 Harvard Business School PublishingAll rights
reservedNo part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in or introduced into a retrieval
system, or transmitted, in any form, or by any means (electronic, mechanical, photocopying,
recording, or otherwise), without the prior permission of the publisher. Requests for permission
should be directed to permissions@hbsp.harvard.edu, or mailed to Permissions, Harvard
Business School Publishing, 60 Harvard Way, Boston, Massachusetts 02163.Find more digital
content or join the discussion on .The web addresses referenced and linked in this book were
live and correct at the time of publication but may be subject to
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TALENT, AND CULTURE4a. Lean-Forward Leaders4b. Innovation Talent4c. Measurement and
Reward Systems4d. Development ProgramsCONCLUSION: PARTING THOUGHTSThree Ways
to Get StartedFinal Advice for LeadersAbout the CompaniesSummary ReferencesAbout the
AuthorsIntroduction: Staring Down the Growth ChallengeIN 2012, two of the world’s largest
multinationals celebrated momentous anniversaries: Procter & Gamble turned 175 years old,
while Citigroup reached 200 years. While both companies have naturally had good days and
bad days, surviving over such long periods is impressive and unusual. In fact, Citi is the oldest of
America’s thirty largest companies and P&G is the fourth oldest.Most leaders, of course, want to
do more than survive over the long term. They want to perform. And to perform they need to
grow. The bigger a company gets, the stiffer its growth challenge. P&G, whose annual revenues
are about $80 billion, seeks an organic growth rate of about 5 percent a year. At first blush, that
may seem mundane. But framed a different way, that’s like creating a brand the size of Tide
(which is sixty-five years old), or a company the size of Hasbro (which is almost ninety years old)
every single year. Hitting that target matters; growth creates the opportunities that attract and
motivate top talent, ensures that P&G fends off competition, is a primary driver of long-term
performance, and provides cash for investment in future growth.When growth stalls, it can set off
a devastating chain reaction. Company assets go underutilized, jobs are eliminated, competitors
diffuse talent, and capital markets react. Management is forced to fight day-to-day fires rather
than focus on innovation and growth, and the downward spiral intensifies.The leadership
challenge for many companies is finding a way to keep their growth engines humming to avoid
this downward spiral. Common responses include declaring innovation a strategic imperative,



launching a handful of high-profile new-growth ventures, and starting focused internal efforts to
develop a stronger “culture of innovation.” But these piecemeal efforts often disappoint.Every
stalled company was, at one point, a great growth company. How can company leaders keep the
momentum going?Solving the Challenge: The Growth FactoryIn this ebook, we’d like to propose
an alternative approach. Work by leading-edge practitioners and decades of research have
created a robust set of tools and approaches that allow companies to achieve their growth goals
by making innovation repeatable and reliable. To do this, they need to go beyond isolated
programs to develop a system of enablers working together in an integrated way. We call this
system a “Growth Factory.”Figure 1 displays the four key components of this system:A growth
blueprint that details growth types, goals, and guidelinesProduction systems that transform the
raw materials of innovation—ideas—into booming growth businessesGovernance and controls
that help the factory to function at scaleLeadership, talent, and culture that feature the right
people, in the right roles, doing and saying the right thingsFully functioning growth factories don’t
spring up overnight, particularly in large, complex organizations. Building the factory’s foundation
requires serious commitment from the company’s top leadership and dedicated resources. It
also requires substantial patience. Efforts are likely to have false starts and unpredictable twists
and turns. Companies shouldn’t seek to build a growth factory overnight. As the conclusion
suggests in more detail, companies can start simply by working on a handful of demonstration
projects, defining key innovation terms, and using the growth factory assessment shown in table
1 to identify the areas that need the most attention.FIGURE 1In an effort to make the book as
practical as possible, each of the specific elements that follow includes implementation tips,
specific questions to help leaders assess their own performance, warning signs that indicate
potential trouble, and further reading. The introduction to each of the four components includes
the relevant portion of the growth factory assessment to help readers visualize what strong
performance looks like.P&G and CitiP&G and Citi are the two examples that we’ll draw on most
extensively. Despite their long histories, they had (and have) significant challenges to
overcome.TABLE 1: Growth Factory AssessmentThe June 2011 issue of Harvard Business
Review detailed P&G’s effort to systematize the pursuit of growth (“How P&G Tripled Its
Innovation Success Rate”). The story begins in the year 2000, when P&G found its revenue
shrinking despite a robust economy and substantial investment in research and development
and consumer insight. An internal analysis showed that only 15 percent of P&G’s growth efforts
were succeeding, and the ones that did were small. The analysis suggested that P&G’s growth
pipeline was inadequate for its long-term aspirations. The interventions described in the article
were transformational. By 2011, 50 percent of P&G’s growth efforts succeeded. Initiatives had
doubled in size. That’s a sixfold boost in productivity. Most importantly, the article reported that
P&G’s growth pipeline was sufficient to meet internal innovation targets. Proprietary analysis by
innovation thought leaders Jeffrey Dyer and Hal Gregersen showed that in 2012 investors rated
P&G as the world’s twenty-fourth most innovative company, based on the substantial “Innovation
Premium” baked into its stock price.1Consider the very different sorts of challenges facing



Citigroup, one of the world’s biggest financial institutions. In December 2007, Vikram Pandit took
over as CEO after Citi reported surprisingly disappointing third-quarter earnings (Pandit stepped
down as CEO in October 2012). Of course, disappointing earnings were an early sign of the
financial crisis that hit the global economy with full force in 2008. One of Pandit’s first actions was
to commission an in-depth look at Citi’s current situation, strengths, and gaps. One finding was
that innovation was no longer viewed as a core competency. While Citi had been responsible for
many “firsts” during its history, including creating the first global foreign exchange network and
connecting the world by financing initiatives such as the transatlantic cable and the Panama
Canal, the assessment found that the innovation pipeline had dried up and that the culture had
shifted away from manifesting innovation as a core value. Don Callahan, Citi’s chief
administrative officer, told Pandit, “It’s worse than we thought. We’ve lost innovation.” Pandit’s
response was direct: “Get it back.” Pandit believed that for Citi to not only survive but thrive, it
had to urgently reestablish innovation—and the growth that innovation creates—as a central
focus.Citi is earlier in its journey to systematize the pursuit of innovation-driven growth than P&G,
but despite the 2007–2008 financial crisis, the company had enough core strength to reboot,
refocus, and reenergize its pursuit of growth, and since then has made substantial progress
toward revving up its own growth engine. Notably, the appointment of a chief innovation officer
and the creation of a new team, Citi Ventures, which operates in close partnership with some of
Citi’s most innovative business units and leaders, have had real business impact and created an
innovation system that Citi has begun to scale across the enterprise.While P&G and Citi are both
giant companies that we have worked with closely (Anthony was the coauthor of the P&G article
mentioned earlier), many of the lessons apply to smaller companies as well. Building a Growth
Factory also includes a handful of illustrative examples extracted from our firsthand experience
at Innosight, an eighty-person professional services firm where we both serve as members of
the global leadership team.Whether you are the CEO of a multinational, multibillion-dollar
company or the head of a three-person enterprise, we hope detailing the components of a
functioning growth factory will help you to achieve the results you seek.1. “The World’s Most
Innovative Companies,” , , accessed September 17, 2012.Component 1: The Growth
BlueprintGrowth blueprint IN LEWIS CARROLL’S classic Alice in Wonderland, a lost Alice seeks
guidance from the Cheshire Cat.“Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?”
she asks.“That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,” the Cat responds.“I don’t
much care where—” Alice says.“Then it doesn’t matter which way you go,” the Cat concludes.As
the old saying goes, if you don’t know where you are going, any road will take you there.A clear
growth blueprint is an important first step in the transformation from treating growth as a gamble
to approaching it in a more disciplined way. An ideal growth blueprint has two primary
elements:Growth types that clearly define the types of growth strategies the company will
pursueGrowth goals and guidelines with specific, shared targets and clear definitions of tactics
that are on and off the tableTable 2, which is extracted from the full growth factory assessment,
shows how to get a quick view of your performance in this component.TABLE 2ElementRequires



attentionOn the wayDesired stateGrowth typesNo definition of growth typesDefined growth
types, at least one of which is noncore; nonspecific classification criterionDefined growth types
with simple, agreed-upon classification criteriaGrowth goals and guidelinesNo clear
visionDirectional vision lacking key specificsCodified and shared growth targets with detailed
on- and off-the-table strategic options1a. Growth TypesClear Definitions of the Types of Growth
Strategies the Company Will PursueBefore a company constructs a factory to manufacture a
product, it must decide what specifically it wants to produce. The same holds for a growth
factory: before constructing one, a company must define clearly the different types of growth it
ought to produce. This clarification is important because, as discussed in other sections of this e-
book, sustainable growth through innovation requires a company to pursue multiple types of
growth at the same time. The company needs to measure, manage, and staff these different
types in different ways. A lack of clearly defined growth types almost always suboptimizes one
type of idea to the detriment of the whole enterprise.A theme that we will repeat throughout is
that there isn’t one perfect way to categorize different types of growth pursuits. For example,
P&G has identified four distinct growth types:Commercial—efforts to increase trial and usage of
existing products without changing the product itself. P&G’s innovative Old Spice marketing
campaign involving actor Isaiah Mustafa that generated close to 2 billion public relations
impressions and propelled the deodorant into category leadership in 2010 was a powerful
commercial innovation.Sustaining—the “er” innovations that take existing solutions and make
them better, faster, cheaper, and so on. Sustaining innovations like new scents or formulations
for different washing machines helped the Tide brand grow significantly even in mature markets
over the past decade.Transformational—step-changes whose dramatic improvements reframe a
category. An example of this form of innovation is Crest 3D White, a line of advanced oral care
products, including one that whitens teeth in two hours.Disruptive—new brands or business
models that win through simplicity or affordability. P&G’s quick cleaning line of Swiffer products
disrupted the staid mop-and-broom industry.Citi has defined a different (though somewhat
related) set of growth types to guide its innovation initiatives. Specifically, in 2011, Citi defined
three types of innovation:Core—improvements to existing offerings in existing markets or
internal process improvements that increase efficiencies within the current business model. For
example, the “Citi for Cities” team helps government clients improve service levels, efficiency,
and security.Adjacent—“new to Citi” innovations that either extend existing products to new
markets or leverage existing Citi capabilities, assets, or relationships to bring new-to-Citi
solutions to market. For example, in 2011, Citi launched “Citi Velocity,” a new online information
channel that allows traders and clients to have instant access to Citi research and real-time
market information.Disruptive—“new to the world” innovations that reframe markets and create
new ones. For example, Citi recently partnered with Jumio, a Silicon Valley start-up that
leverages cameras in any mobile phone, tablet, or laptop to increase the security of remote
payments.Setting these definitions was an important step in Citi’s efforts to manage innovation
more systematically. Common definitions enable each of Citi’s diverse business units to assess



and describe their innovation portfolios consistently, positioning Citi to deliver against an
important strategic goal of former CEO Pandit: the creation of a Citi-wide innovation portfolio
view.Despite differences in nomenclature, these two organizations define their growth types in
ways that share important commonalities:At least one type explicitly focuses on “noncore”
growth from new markets or new customer segments.There are explicit and well-documented
differences between types. P&G has simple checklists that help teams ensure they are following
the strategy they want to follow. Citi developed a tool to help teams categorize and evaluate
innovation projects by answering a straightforward set of questions.The types are integrated into
other elements of the growth factory. For example, Citi Transaction Services uses the growth
types to organize and optimize initiatives and investments for greatest impact and scale.It’s
impossible to imagine building a factory without first defining what that factory is going to
produce. Detailing growth types is an important step on the road to the systematic pursuit of
growth.Diagnostic Questions for LeadersDo we have clear definitions of the different types of
growth we will pursue?Does at least one type focus on sources of growth beyond today’s core
business?Do all our leaders understand these definitions, are they aligned on them, and are
they using them to manage innovation efforts?Are our growth types integrated into other
management systems?Warning SignsDefinitions with significant “wiggle room” in
interpretationPurely internal definitions that lack a market lensDisconnects between growth
types and critical governance and controls systemsBuilding a Growth FactoryScott D.
AnthonyDavid S. DuncanHarvard Business Review PressBoston, MassachusettsBuilding a
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while Citigroup reached 200 years. While both companies have naturally had good days and
bad days, surviving over such long periods is impressive and unusual. In fact, Citi is the oldest of
America’s thirty largest companies and P&G is the fourth oldest.Most leaders, of course, want to
do more than survive over the long term. They want to perform. And to perform they need to
grow. The bigger a company gets, the stiffer its growth challenge. P&G, whose annual revenues
are about $80 billion, seeks an organic growth rate of about 5 percent a year. At first blush, that
may seem mundane. But framed a different way, that’s like creating a brand the size of Tide
(which is sixty-five years old), or a company the size of Hasbro (which is almost ninety years old)
every single year. Hitting that target matters; growth creates the opportunities that attract and
motivate top talent, ensures that P&G fends off competition, is a primary driver of long-term
performance, and provides cash for investment in future growth.When growth stalls, it can set off
a devastating chain reaction. Company assets go underutilized, jobs are eliminated, competitors
diffuse talent, and capital markets react. Management is forced to fight day-to-day fires rather
than focus on innovation and growth, and the downward spiral intensifies.The leadership
challenge for many companies is finding a way to keep their growth engines humming to avoid
this downward spiral. Common responses include declaring innovation a strategic imperative,
launching a handful of high-profile new-growth ventures, and starting focused internal efforts to
develop a stronger “culture of innovation.” But these piecemeal efforts often disappoint.Every
stalled company was, at one point, a great growth company. How can company leaders keep the
momentum going?Solving the Challenge: The Growth FactoryIn this ebook, we’d like to propose
an alternative approach. Work by leading-edge practitioners and decades of research have
created a robust set of tools and approaches that allow companies to achieve their growth goals
by making innovation repeatable and reliable. To do this, they need to go beyond isolated
programs to develop a system of enablers working together in an integrated way. We call this
system a “Growth Factory.”Figure 1 displays the four key components of this system:A growth
blueprint that details growth types, goals, and guidelinesProduction systems that transform the
raw materials of innovation—ideas—into booming growth businessesGovernance and controls
that help the factory to function at scaleLeadership, talent, and culture that feature the right
people, in the right roles, doing and saying the right thingsFully functioning growth factories don’t
spring up overnight, particularly in large, complex organizations. Building the factory’s foundation
requires serious commitment from the company’s top leadership and dedicated resources. It
also requires substantial patience. Efforts are likely to have false starts and unpredictable twists
and turns. Companies shouldn’t seek to build a growth factory overnight. As the conclusion
suggests in more detail, companies can start simply by working on a handful of demonstration
projects, defining key innovation terms, and using the growth factory assessment shown in table
1 to identify the areas that need the most attention.FIGURE 1In an effort to make the book as
practical as possible, each of the specific elements that follow includes implementation tips,
specific questions to help leaders assess their own performance, warning signs that indicate
potential trouble, and further reading. The introduction to each of the four components includes



the relevant portion of the growth factory assessment to help readers visualize what strong
performance looks like.P&G and CitiP&G and Citi are the two examples that we’ll draw on most
extensively. Despite their long histories, they had (and have) significant challenges to
overcome.TABLE 1: Growth Factory AssessmentThe June 2011 issue of Harvard Business
Review detailed P&G’s effort to systematize the pursuit of growth (“How P&G Tripled Its
Innovation Success Rate”). The story begins in the year 2000, when P&G found its revenue
shrinking despite a robust economy and substantial investment in research and development
and consumer insight. An internal analysis showed that only 15 percent of P&G’s growth efforts
were succeeding, and the ones that did were small. The analysis suggested that P&G’s growth
pipeline was inadequate for its long-term aspirations. The interventions described in the article
were transformational. By 2011, 50 percent of P&G’s growth efforts succeeded. Initiatives had
doubled in size. That’s a sixfold boost in productivity. Most importantly, the article reported that
P&G’s growth pipeline was sufficient to meet internal innovation targets. Proprietary analysis by
innovation thought leaders Jeffrey Dyer and Hal Gregersen showed that in 2012 investors rated
P&G as the world’s twenty-fourth most innovative company, based on the substantial “Innovation
Premium” baked into its stock price.1Consider the very different sorts of challenges facing
Citigroup, one of the world’s biggest financial institutions. In December 2007, Vikram Pandit took
over as CEO after Citi reported surprisingly disappointing third-quarter earnings (Pandit stepped
down as CEO in October 2012). Of course, disappointing earnings were an early sign of the
financial crisis that hit the global economy with full force in 2008. One of Pandit’s first actions was
to commission an in-depth look at Citi’s current situation, strengths, and gaps. One finding was
that innovation was no longer viewed as a core competency. While Citi had been responsible for
many “firsts” during its history, including creating the first global foreign exchange network and
connecting the world by financing initiatives such as the transatlantic cable and the Panama
Canal, the assessment found that the innovation pipeline had dried up and that the culture had
shifted away from manifesting innovation as a core value. Don Callahan, Citi’s chief
administrative officer, told Pandit, “It’s worse than we thought. We’ve lost innovation.” Pandit’s
response was direct: “Get it back.” Pandit believed that for Citi to not only survive but thrive, it
had to urgently reestablish innovation—and the growth that innovation creates—as a central
focus.Citi is earlier in its journey to systematize the pursuit of innovation-driven growth than P&G,
but despite the 2007–2008 financial crisis, the company had enough core strength to reboot,
refocus, and reenergize its pursuit of growth, and since then has made substantial progress
toward revving up its own growth engine. Notably, the appointment of a chief innovation officer
and the creation of a new team, Citi Ventures, which operates in close partnership with some of
Citi’s most innovative business units and leaders, have had real business impact and created an
innovation system that Citi has begun to scale across the enterprise.While P&G and Citi are both
giant companies that we have worked with closely (Anthony was the coauthor of the P&G article
mentioned earlier), many of the lessons apply to smaller companies as well. Building a Growth
Factory also includes a handful of illustrative examples extracted from our firsthand experience



at Innosight, an eighty-person professional services firm where we both serve as members of
the global leadership team.Whether you are the CEO of a multinational, multibillion-dollar
company or the head of a three-person enterprise, we hope detailing the components of a
functioning growth factory will help you to achieve the results you seek.1. “The World’s Most
Innovative Companies,” , , accessed September 17, 2012.Introduction: Staring Down the Growth
ChallengeIN 2012, two of the world’s largest multinationals celebrated momentous
anniversaries: Procter & Gamble turned 175 years old, while Citigroup reached 200 years. While
both companies have naturally had good days and bad days, surviving over such long periods is
impressive and unusual. In fact, Citi is the oldest of America’s thirty largest companies and P&G
is the fourth oldest.Most leaders, of course, want to do more than survive over the long term.
They want to perform. And to perform they need to grow. The bigger a company gets, the stiffer
its growth challenge. P&G, whose annual revenues are about $80 billion, seeks an organic
growth rate of about 5 percent a year. At first blush, that may seem mundane. But framed a
different way, that’s like creating a brand the size of Tide (which is sixty-five years old), or a
company the size of Hasbro (which is almost ninety years old) every single year. Hitting that
target matters; growth creates the opportunities that attract and motivate top talent, ensures that
P&G fends off competition, is a primary driver of long-term performance, and provides cash for
investment in future growth.When growth stalls, it can set off a devastating chain reaction.
Company assets go underutilized, jobs are eliminated, competitors diffuse talent, and capital
markets react. Management is forced to fight day-to-day fires rather than focus on innovation
and growth, and the downward spiral intensifies.The leadership challenge for many companies
is finding a way to keep their growth engines humming to avoid this downward spiral. Common
responses include declaring innovation a strategic imperative, launching a handful of high-profile
new-growth ventures, and starting focused internal efforts to develop a stronger “culture of
innovation.” But these piecemeal efforts often disappoint.Every stalled company was, at one
point, a great growth company. How can company leaders keep the momentum going?Solving
the Challenge: The Growth FactoryIn this ebook, we’d like to propose an alternative approach.
Work by leading-edge practitioners and decades of research have created a robust set of tools
and approaches that allow companies to achieve their growth goals by making innovation
repeatable and reliable. To do this, they need to go beyond isolated programs to develop a
system of enablers working together in an integrated way. We call this system a “Growth
Factory.”Figure 1 displays the four key components of this system:A growth blueprint that details
growth types, goals, and guidelinesProduction systems that transform the raw materials of
innovation—ideas—into booming growth businessesGovernance and controls that help the
factory to function at scaleLeadership, talent, and culture that feature the right people, in the
right roles, doing and saying the right thingsFully functioning growth factories don’t spring up
overnight, particularly in large, complex organizations. Building the factory’s foundation requires
serious commitment from the company’s top leadership and dedicated resources. It also
requires substantial patience. Efforts are likely to have false starts and unpredictable twists and



turns. Companies shouldn’t seek to build a growth factory overnight. As the conclusion suggests
in more detail, companies can start simply by working on a handful of demonstration projects,
defining key innovation terms, and using the growth factory assessment shown in table 1 to
identify the areas that need the most attention.FIGURE 1In an effort to make the book as
practical as possible, each of the specific elements that follow includes implementation tips,
specific questions to help leaders assess their own performance, warning signs that indicate
potential trouble, and further reading. The introduction to each of the four components includes
the relevant portion of the growth factory assessment to help readers visualize what strong
performance looks like.P&G and CitiP&G and Citi are the two examples that we’ll draw on most
extensively. Despite their long histories, they had (and have) significant challenges to
overcome.TABLE 1: Growth Factory AssessmentThe June 2011 issue of Harvard Business
Review detailed P&G’s effort to systematize the pursuit of growth (“How P&G Tripled Its
Innovation Success Rate”). The story begins in the year 2000, when P&G found its revenue
shrinking despite a robust economy and substantial investment in research and development
and consumer insight. An internal analysis showed that only 15 percent of P&G’s growth efforts
were succeeding, and the ones that did were small. The analysis suggested that P&G’s growth
pipeline was inadequate for its long-term aspirations. The interventions described in the article
were transformational. By 2011, 50 percent of P&G’s growth efforts succeeded. Initiatives had
doubled in size. That’s a sixfold boost in productivity. Most importantly, the article reported that
P&G’s growth pipeline was sufficient to meet internal innovation targets. Proprietary analysis by
innovation thought leaders Jeffrey Dyer and Hal Gregersen showed that in 2012 investors rated
P&G as the world’s twenty-fourth most innovative company, based on the substantial “Innovation
Premium” baked into its stock price.1Consider the very different sorts of challenges facing
Citigroup, one of the world’s biggest financial institutions. In December 2007, Vikram Pandit took
over as CEO after Citi reported surprisingly disappointing third-quarter earnings (Pandit stepped
down as CEO in October 2012). Of course, disappointing earnings were an early sign of the
financial crisis that hit the global economy with full force in 2008. One of Pandit’s first actions was
to commission an in-depth look at Citi’s current situation, strengths, and gaps. One finding was
that innovation was no longer viewed as a core competency. While Citi had been responsible for
many “firsts” during its history, including creating the first global foreign exchange network and
connecting the world by financing initiatives such as the transatlantic cable and the Panama
Canal, the assessment found that the innovation pipeline had dried up and that the culture had
shifted away from manifesting innovation as a core value. Don Callahan, Citi’s chief
administrative officer, told Pandit, “It’s worse than we thought. We’ve lost innovation.” Pandit’s
response was direct: “Get it back.” Pandit believed that for Citi to not only survive but thrive, it
had to urgently reestablish innovation—and the growth that innovation creates—as a central
focus.Citi is earlier in its journey to systematize the pursuit of innovation-driven growth than P&G,
but despite the 2007–2008 financial crisis, the company had enough core strength to reboot,
refocus, and reenergize its pursuit of growth, and since then has made substantial progress



toward revving up its own growth engine. Notably, the appointment of a chief innovation officer
and the creation of a new team, Citi Ventures, which operates in close partnership with some of
Citi’s most innovative business units and leaders, have had real business impact and created an
innovation system that Citi has begun to scale across the enterprise.While P&G and Citi are both
giant companies that we have worked with closely (Anthony was the coauthor of the P&G article
mentioned earlier), many of the lessons apply to smaller companies as well. Building a Growth
Factory also includes a handful of illustrative examples extracted from our firsthand experience
at Innosight, an eighty-person professional services firm where we both serve as members of
the global leadership team.Whether you are the CEO of a multinational, multibillion-dollar
company or the head of a three-person enterprise, we hope detailing the components of a
functioning growth factory will help you to achieve the results you seek.1. “The World’s Most
Innovative Companies,” , , accessed September 17, 2012.Introduction: Staring Down the Growth
ChallengeIN 2012, two of the world’s largest multinationals celebrated momentous
anniversaries: Procter & Gamble turned 175 years old, while Citigroup reached 200 years. While
both companies have naturally had good days and bad days, surviving over such long periods is
impressive and unusual. In fact, Citi is the oldest of America’s thirty largest companies and P&G
is the fourth oldest.Most leaders, of course, want to do more than survive over the long term.
They want to perform. And to perform they need to grow. The bigger a company gets, the stiffer
its growth challenge. P&G, whose annual revenues are about $80 billion, seeks an organic
growth rate of about 5 percent a year. At first blush, that may seem mundane. But framed a
different way, that’s like creating a brand the size of Tide (which is sixty-five years old), or a
company the size of Hasbro (which is almost ninety years old) every single year. Hitting that
target matters; growth creates the opportunities that attract and motivate top talent, ensures that
P&G fends off competition, is a primary driver of long-term performance, and provides cash for
investment in future growth.When growth stalls, it can set off a devastating chain reaction.
Company assets go underutilized, jobs are eliminated, competitors diffuse talent, and capital
markets react. Management is forced to fight day-to-day fires rather than focus on innovation
and growth, and the downward spiral intensifies.The leadership challenge for many companies
is finding a way to keep their growth engines humming to avoid this downward spiral. Common
responses include declaring innovation a strategic imperative, launching a handful of high-profile
new-growth ventures, and starting focused internal efforts to develop a stronger “culture of
innovation.” But these piecemeal efforts often disappoint.Every stalled company was, at one
point, a great growth company. How can company leaders keep the momentum going?Solving
the Challenge: The Growth FactoryIn this ebook, we’d like to propose an alternative approach.
Work by leading-edge practitioners and decades of research have created a robust set of tools
and approaches that allow companies to achieve their growth goals by making innovation
repeatable and reliable. To do this, they need to go beyond isolated programs to develop a
system of enablers working together in an integrated way. We call this system a “Growth
Factory.”Figure 1 displays the four key components of this system:Fully functioning growth



factories don’t spring up overnight, particularly in large, complex organizations. Building the
factory’s foundation requires serious commitment from the company’s top leadership and
dedicated resources. It also requires substantial patience. Efforts are likely to have false starts
and unpredictable twists and turns. Companies shouldn’t seek to build a growth factory
overnight. As the conclusion suggests in more detail, companies can start simply by working on
a handful of demonstration projects, defining key innovation terms, and using the growth factory
assessment shown in table 1 to identify the areas that need the most attention.FIGURE 1In an
effort to make the book as practical as possible, each of the specific elements that follow
includes implementation tips, specific questions to help leaders assess their own performance,
warning signs that indicate potential trouble, and further reading. The introduction to each of the
four components includes the relevant portion of the growth factory assessment to help readers
visualize what strong performance looks like.P&G and CitiP&G and Citi are the two examples
that we’ll draw on most extensively. Despite their long histories, they had (and have) significant
challenges to overcome.TABLE 1: Growth Factory AssessmentThe June 2011 issue of Harvard
Business Review detailed P&G’s effort to systematize the pursuit of growth (“How P&G Tripled
Its Innovation Success Rate”). The story begins in the year 2000, when P&G found its revenue
shrinking despite a robust economy and substantial investment in research and development
and consumer insight. An internal analysis showed that only 15 percent of P&G’s growth efforts
were succeeding, and the ones that did were small. The analysis suggested that P&G’s growth
pipeline was inadequate for its long-term aspirations. The interventions described in the article
were transformational. By 2011, 50 percent of P&G’s growth efforts succeeded. Initiatives had
doubled in size. That’s a sixfold boost in productivity. Most importantly, the article reported that
P&G’s growth pipeline was sufficient to meet internal innovation targets. Proprietary analysis by
innovation thought leaders Jeffrey Dyer and Hal Gregersen showed that in 2012 investors rated
P&G as the world’s twenty-fourth most innovative company, based on the substantial “Innovation
Premium” baked into its stock price.1Consider the very different sorts of challenges facing
Citigroup, one of the world’s biggest financial institutions. In December 2007, Vikram Pandit took
over as CEO after Citi reported surprisingly disappointing third-quarter earnings (Pandit stepped
down as CEO in October 2012). Of course, disappointing earnings were an early sign of the
financial crisis that hit the global economy with full force in 2008. One of Pandit’s first actions was
to commission an in-depth look at Citi’s current situation, strengths, and gaps. One finding was
that innovation was no longer viewed as a core competency. While Citi had been responsible for
many “firsts” during its history, including creating the first global foreign exchange network and
connecting the world by financing initiatives such as the transatlantic cable and the Panama
Canal, the assessment found that the innovation pipeline had dried up and that the culture had
shifted away from manifesting innovation as a core value. Don Callahan, Citi’s chief
administrative officer, told Pandit, “It’s worse than we thought. We’ve lost innovation.” Pandit’s
response was direct: “Get it back.” Pandit believed that for Citi to not only survive but thrive, it
had to urgently reestablish innovation—and the growth that innovation creates—as a central



focus.Citi is earlier in its journey to systematize the pursuit of innovation-driven growth than P&G,
but despite the 2007–2008 financial crisis, the company had enough core strength to reboot,
refocus, and reenergize its pursuit of growth, and since then has made substantial progress
toward revving up its own growth engine. Notably, the appointment of a chief innovation officer
and the creation of a new team, Citi Ventures, which operates in close partnership with some of
Citi’s most innovative business units and leaders, have had real business impact and created an
innovation system that Citi has begun to scale across the enterprise.While P&G and Citi are both
giant companies that we have worked with closely (Anthony was the coauthor of the P&G article
mentioned earlier), many of the lessons apply to smaller companies as well. Building a Growth
Factory also includes a handful of illustrative examples extracted from our firsthand experience
at Innosight, an eighty-person professional services firm where we both serve as members of
the global leadership team.Whether you are the CEO of a multinational, multibillion-dollar
company or the head of a three-person enterprise, we hope detailing the components of a
functioning growth factory will help you to achieve the results you seek.1. “The World’s Most
Innovative Companies,” , , accessed September 17, 2012.Component 1: The Growth
BlueprintGrowth blueprint IN LEWIS CARROLL’S classic Alice in Wonderland, a lost Alice seeks
guidance from the Cheshire Cat.“Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?”
she asks.“That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,” the Cat responds.“I don’t
much care where—” Alice says.“Then it doesn’t matter which way you go,” the Cat concludes.As
the old saying goes, if you don’t know where you are going, any road will take you there.A clear
growth blueprint is an important first step in the transformation from treating growth as a gamble
to approaching it in a more disciplined way. An ideal growth blueprint has two primary
elements:Growth types that clearly define the types of growth strategies the company will
pursueGrowth goals and guidelines with specific, shared targets and clear definitions of tactics
that are on and off the tableTable 2, which is extracted from the full growth factory assessment,
shows how to get a quick view of your performance in this component.TABLE 2ElementRequires
attentionOn the wayDesired stateGrowth typesNo definition of growth typesDefined growth
types, at least one of which is noncore; nonspecific classification criterionDefined growth types
with simple, agreed-upon classification criteriaGrowth goals and guidelinesNo clear
visionDirectional vision lacking key specificsCodified and shared growth targets with detailed
on- and off-the-table strategic options1a. Growth TypesClear Definitions of the Types of Growth
Strategies the Company Will PursueBefore a company constructs a factory to manufacture a
product, it must decide what specifically it wants to produce. The same holds for a growth
factory: before constructing one, a company must define clearly the different types of growth it
ought to produce. This clarification is important because, as discussed in other sections of this e-
book, sustainable growth through innovation requires a company to pursue multiple types of
growth at the same time. The company needs to measure, manage, and staff these different
types in different ways. A lack of clearly defined growth types almost always suboptimizes one
type of idea to the detriment of the whole enterprise.A theme that we will repeat throughout is



that there isn’t one perfect way to categorize different types of growth pursuits. For example,
P&G has identified four distinct growth types:Commercial—efforts to increase trial and usage of
existing products without changing the product itself. P&G’s innovative Old Spice marketing
campaign involving actor Isaiah Mustafa that generated close to 2 billion public relations
impressions and propelled the deodorant into category leadership in 2010 was a powerful
commercial innovation.Sustaining—the “er” innovations that take existing solutions and make
them better, faster, cheaper, and so on. Sustaining innovations like new scents or formulations
for different washing machines helped the Tide brand grow significantly even in mature markets
over the past decade.Transformational—step-changes whose dramatic improvements reframe a
category. An example of this form of innovation is Crest 3D White, a line of advanced oral care
products, including one that whitens teeth in two hours.Disruptive—new brands or business
models that win through simplicity or affordability. P&G’s quick cleaning line of Swiffer products
disrupted the staid mop-and-broom industry.Citi has defined a different (though somewhat
related) set of growth types to guide its innovation initiatives. Specifically, in 2011, Citi defined
three types of innovation:Core—improvements to existing offerings in existing markets or
internal process improvements that increase efficiencies within the current business model. For
example, the “Citi for Cities” team helps government clients improve service levels, efficiency,
and security.Adjacent—“new to Citi” innovations that either extend existing products to new
markets or leverage existing Citi capabilities, assets, or relationships to bring new-to-Citi
solutions to market. For example, in 2011, Citi launched “Citi Velocity,” a new online information
channel that allows traders and clients to have instant access to Citi research and real-time
market information.Disruptive—“new to the world” innovations that reframe markets and create
new ones. For example, Citi recently partnered with Jumio, a Silicon Valley start-up that
leverages cameras in any mobile phone, tablet, or laptop to increase the security of remote
payments.Setting these definitions was an important step in Citi’s efforts to manage innovation
more systematically. Common definitions enable each of Citi’s diverse business units to assess
and describe their innovation portfolios consistently, positioning Citi to deliver against an
important strategic goal of former CEO Pandit: the creation of a Citi-wide innovation portfolio
view.Despite differences in nomenclature, these two organizations define their growth types in
ways that share important commonalities:At least one type explicitly focuses on “noncore”
growth from new markets or new customer segments.There are explicit and well-documented
differences between types. P&G has simple checklists that help teams ensure they are following
the strategy they want to follow. Citi developed a tool to help teams categorize and evaluate
innovation projects by answering a straightforward set of questions.The types are integrated into
other elements of the growth factory. For example, Citi Transaction Services uses the growth
types to organize and optimize initiatives and investments for greatest impact and scale.It’s
impossible to imagine building a factory without first defining what that factory is going to
produce. Detailing growth types is an important step on the road to the systematic pursuit of
growth.Diagnostic Questions for LeadersDo we have clear definitions of the different types of



growth we will pursue?Does at least one type focus on sources of growth beyond today’s core
business?Do all our leaders understand these definitions, are they aligned on them, and are
they using them to manage innovation efforts?Are our growth types integrated into other
management systems?Warning SignsDefinitions with significant “wiggle room” in
interpretationPurely internal definitions that lack a market lensDisconnects between growth
types and critical governance and controls systemsComponent 1: The Growth BlueprintGrowth
blueprint IN LEWIS CARROLL’S classic Alice in Wonderland, a lost Alice seeks guidance from
the Cheshire Cat.“Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?” she asks.“That
depends a good deal on where you want to get to,” the Cat responds.“I don’t much care where
—” Alice says.“Then it doesn’t matter which way you go,” the Cat concludes.As the old saying
goes, if you don’t know where you are going, any road will take you there.A clear growth
blueprint is an important first step in the transformation from treating growth as a gamble to
approaching it in a more disciplined way. An ideal growth blueprint has two primary
elements:Growth types that clearly define the types of growth strategies the company will
pursueGrowth goals and guidelines with specific, shared targets and clear definitions of tactics
that are on and off the tableTable 2, which is extracted from the full growth factory assessment,
shows how to get a quick view of your performance in this component.TABLE 2ElementRequires
attentionOn the wayDesired stateGrowth typesNo definition of growth typesDefined growth
types, at least one of which is noncore; nonspecific classification criterionDefined growth types
with simple, agreed-upon classification criteriaGrowth goals and guidelinesNo clear
visionDirectional vision lacking key specificsCodified and shared growth targets with detailed
on- and off-the-table strategic options1a. Growth TypesClear Definitions of the Types of Growth
Strategies the Company Will PursueBefore a company constructs a factory to manufacture a
product, it must decide what specifically it wants to produce. The same holds for a growth
factory: before constructing one, a company must define clearly the different types of growth it
ought to produce. This clarification is important because, as discussed in other sections of this e-
book, sustainable growth through innovation requires a company to pursue multiple types of
growth at the same time. The company needs to measure, manage, and staff these different
types in different ways. A lack of clearly defined growth types almost always suboptimizes one
type of idea to the detriment of the whole enterprise.A theme that we will repeat throughout is
that there isn’t one perfect way to categorize different types of growth pursuits. For example,
P&G has identified four distinct growth types:Commercial—efforts to increase trial and usage of
existing products without changing the product itself. P&G’s innovative Old Spice marketing
campaign involving actor Isaiah Mustafa that generated close to 2 billion public relations
impressions and propelled the deodorant into category leadership in 2010 was a powerful
commercial innovation.Sustaining—the “er” innovations that take existing solutions and make
them better, faster, cheaper, and so on. Sustaining innovations like new scents or formulations
for different washing machines helped the Tide brand grow significantly even in mature markets
over the past decade.Transformational—step-changes whose dramatic improvements reframe a



category. An example of this form of innovation is Crest 3D White, a line of advanced oral care
products, including one that whitens teeth in two hours.Disruptive—new brands or business
models that win through simplicity or affordability. P&G’s quick cleaning line of Swiffer products
disrupted the staid mop-and-broom industry.Citi has defined a different (though somewhat
related) set of growth types to guide its innovation initiatives. Specifically, in 2011, Citi defined
three types of innovation:Core—improvements to existing offerings in existing markets or
internal process improvements that increase efficiencies within the current business model. For
example, the “Citi for Cities” team helps government clients improve service levels, efficiency,
and security.Adjacent—“new to Citi” innovations that either extend existing products to new
markets or leverage existing Citi capabilities, assets, or relationships to bring new-to-Citi
solutions to market. For example, in 2011, Citi launched “Citi Velocity,” a new online information
channel that allows traders and clients to have instant access to Citi research and real-time
market information.Disruptive—“new to the world” innovations that reframe markets and create
new ones. For example, Citi recently partnered with Jumio, a Silicon Valley start-up that
leverages cameras in any mobile phone, tablet, or laptop to increase the security of remote
payments.Setting these definitions was an important step in Citi’s efforts to manage innovation
more systematically. Common definitions enable each of Citi’s diverse business units to assess
and describe their innovation portfolios consistently, positioning Citi to deliver against an
important strategic goal of former CEO Pandit: the creation of a Citi-wide innovation portfolio
view.Despite differences in nomenclature, these two organizations define their growth types in
ways that share important commonalities:At least one type explicitly focuses on “noncore”
growth from new markets or new customer segments.There are explicit and well-documented
differences between types. P&G has simple checklists that help teams ensure they are following
the strategy they want to follow. Citi developed a tool to help teams categorize and evaluate
innovation projects by answering a straightforward set of questions.The types are integrated into
other elements of the growth factory. For example, Citi Transaction Services uses the growth
types to organize and optimize initiatives and investments for greatest impact and scale.It’s
impossible to imagine building a factory without first defining what that factory is going to
produce. Detailing growth types is an important step on the road to the systematic pursuit of
growth.Diagnostic Questions for LeadersDo we have clear definitions of the different types of
growth we will pursue?Does at least one type focus on sources of growth beyond today’s core
business?Do all our leaders understand these definitions, are they aligned on them, and are
they using them to manage innovation efforts?Are our growth types integrated into other
management systems?Warning SignsDefinitions with significant “wiggle room” in
interpretationPurely internal definitions that lack a market lensDisconnects between growth
types and critical governance and controls systemsComponent 1: The Growth BlueprintGrowth
blueprint IN LEWIS CARROLL’S classic Alice in Wonderland, a lost Alice seeks guidance from
the Cheshire Cat.“Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?” she asks.“That
depends a good deal on where you want to get to,” the Cat responds.“I don’t much care where



—” Alice says.“Then it doesn’t matter which way you go,” the Cat concludes.As the old saying
goes, if you don’t know where you are going, any road will take you there.A clear growth
blueprint is an important first step in the transformation from treating growth as a gamble to
approaching it in a more disciplined way. An ideal growth blueprint has two primary
elements:Table 2, which is extracted from the full growth factory assessment, shows how to get
a quick view of your performance in this component.TABLE 2ElementRequires attentionOn the
wayDesired stateGrowth typesNo definition of growth typesDefined growth types, at least one of
which is noncore; nonspecific classification criterionDefined growth types with simple, agreed-
upon classification criteriaGrowth goals and guidelinesNo clear visionDirectional vision lacking
key specificsCodified and shared growth targets with detailed on- and off-the-table strategic
optionsElementElementRequires attentionRequires attentionOn the wayOn the wayDesired
stateDesired stateGrowth typesGrowth typesNo definition of growth typesNo definition of growth
typesDefined growth types, at least one of which is noncore; nonspecific classification
criterionDefined growth types, at least one of which is noncore; nonspecific classification
criterionDefined growth types with simple, agreed-upon classification criteriaDefined growth
types with simple, agreed-upon classification criteriaGrowth goals and guidelinesGrowth goals
and guidelinesNo clear visionNo clear visionDirectional vision lacking key specificsDirectional
vision lacking key specificsCodified and shared growth targets with detailed on- and off-the-
table strategic optionsCodified and shared growth targets with detailed on- and off-the-table
strategic options1a. Growth TypesClear Definitions of the Types of Growth Strategies the
Company Will PursueBefore a company constructs a factory to manufacture a product, it must
decide what specifically it wants to produce. The same holds for a growth factory: before
constructing one, a company must define clearly the different types of growth it ought to
produce. This clarification is important because, as discussed in other sections of this e-book,
sustainable growth through innovation requires a company to pursue multiple types of growth at
the same time. The company needs to measure, manage, and staff these different types in
different ways. A lack of clearly defined growth types almost always suboptimizes one type of
idea to the detriment of the whole enterprise.A theme that we will repeat throughout is that there
isn’t one perfect way to categorize different types of growth pursuits. For example, P&G has
identified four distinct growth types:Citi has defined a different (though somewhat related) set of
growth types to guide its innovation initiatives. Specifically, in 2011, Citi defined three types of
innovation:Setting these definitions was an important step in Citi’s efforts to manage innovation
more systematically. Common definitions enable each of Citi’s diverse business units to assess
and describe their innovation portfolios consistently, positioning Citi to deliver against an
important strategic goal of former CEO Pandit: the creation of a Citi-wide innovation portfolio
view.Despite differences in nomenclature, these two organizations define their growth types in
ways that share important commonalities:It’s impossible to imagine building a factory without
first defining what that factory is going to produce. Detailing growth types is an important step on
the road to the systematic pursuit of growth.Diagnostic Questions for LeadersWarning Signs
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Minette B. Navarrete, “Innovation for business recovery and growth. In "Building a Growth
Factory," authors Scott Anthony and David Duncan dissect the underlying drivers for the
successful innovation-based turnaround of corporate giants Procter & Gamble and Citibank. The
book presents the context of both companies' burning platforms, and builds up the various
components of their well-documented evolution to corporate poster children for innovation.
Specific critical incidents are cited, along with rich resource for further reading.Aside from the
material being thoroughly researched, the format -- with critical questions and warning flags --
makes the book a practical resource, demanding self-reflection on the part of attentive readers.
Innovation evangelists and new business leaders are most likely to pick up this book, but I would
also recommend it to CEO's everywhere: more than anything, this book reminds us that
innovation-driven growth is a team sport, and one that will not prosper without selective,
disciplined risk-taking, and top-level strategic endorsement.”

John Gibbs, “A concise strategy for making your business a continual innovator. To achieve
growth goals by making innovation repeatable and reliable, companies need to go beyond
isolated programs to develop a system of enablers working together in an integrated way,
according to Scott Anthony and David Duncan in this book. Serious commitment from the
company's top leadership and dedicated resources are required to build the growth factory's
foundations.Most companies do not have extensive resources devoted to the management of
innovation. For most business leaders, innovation is something that happens by serendipity;
inspiration is not something that can be controlled and predicted. However, as the authors argue
quite persuasively, innovation can be planned, fostered, managed and controlled. Vastly greater
benefits can be gained if there are systems in place to encourage, measure and regulate the
innovation process.The authors advocate a "growth factory" which includes as key components:
a growth blueprint detailing growth types, goals and guidelines; production systems for
transforming ideas into businesses; governance and controls; and leadership, talent and culture.
Each of these are specified in the book to a level of detail that the average business leader might
find intimidating; but at the end of the book there are some handy hints on how to get things
started from a low base.Many businesses are being hit by digital disruption and changes
brought on by new technology and other forces. There are plenty of books proclaiming that
innovation is the only way forward, but most of them simply leave the typical business owner
feeling worried and guilty. This book stands out from the crowd by presenting in a very concise
manner a detailed and achievable strategy for creating a business that continually reinvents
itself.”

jesper engberg, “Good but superficial. Provides a good overview of the tools and approaches
necessary to make innovation repeatable and reliable.Note, however, that it is very concise. If



you're new to Innovation and/or innovation management, the content will most likely seem
superficial. If that is the case you are better off reading other books by Scott and company.”

Rodolfo, “Great "how to" build a growth factory!!. Fantastic compilation of what makes innovation
tick in a company. I was thrilled as all of my innovation consulting observations would come up in
a coherent way (my notes are a mess). The book is organized very well in a "how to" fashion. It
has become an indispensable go-to reference for my activity.”

Alistair Regan, “Excellent book.. I kept coming back to re-read sections of this very
comprehensive book.The summaries and action points are well laid out and useful.You can't
argue with the price, I would happily pay much more.”

Sarah Elliott, “Well structured and insightful. A structured overview of how to introduce and drive
innovation.  The ability to follow structure as important as creativity. Excellent.”

Ebook Library Reader, “So simple yet so complex to innovate. Scott n David makes the mind
churn in this book, one can literally feel the wheels in mind creaking to start rolling....anyone in
business understands that innovation is the elixir to sustain the business....but one often
wonders....how to institutionalise it in organization ...so that it remains long after one is
gone....this book builds on the same and helps to organise ones thinking on institutionalising
innovation....and offers tips on methodologies which could be adapted for same....Although I
finished book in two sittings...and use it as reference book often...”

Alvaro Perez, “Great guide. In just something like 80 pages, this book gives an excellent
blueprint for having innovation systematically implemented in your company.”

The book by Scott D. Anthony has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 12 people have provided feedback.
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